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A Bi-monthly Journal of Theological Inquiry and Reconstruction edited and published in Scotland, Scottish Journal of Theology is a broadly based international and ecumenical publication aimed at establishing modern theology on a sound scientific basis which commands wide agreement. It publishes contributions of major theological and philosophical interest from the world’s leading scholars and also carries articles on biblical and applied theology intended to help the preacher and teacher. It seeks to meet the needs of university, seminary and church through constant dialogue with sciences other than theology and by engaging in current issues, both by original thinking and by extensive reviewing of biblical and theological literature.

Since it was first issued as a Quarterly in 1948 to provide a forum for critical inquiry into the historic foundations of theology and fresh thinking for the future, Scottish Journal of Theology has come to play a considerable role in world-wide theological discussion and renewal, and has stimulated an increasing flood of important theological material of a creative kind.
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